COMPANY
VOXELGRID is a fast-growing Start Up situated in Munich. With our patented Hardand Software System we can scan existing buildings from inside and
outside with incomparable speed and with our high-end technology we can offer the
digitalization of large building stock at lowest possible prices worldwide.

TO SUPPORT OUR TEAM, WE ARE CURRENTLY LOOKING FOR:

FRONT-END DEVELOPER (m/f/d)

JOB DESCRIPTION
We are looking for an experienced JavaScript developer who is proficient with
React/Vuejs. Your primary focus will be on developing user interface components
and implementing them following well-known modern day web application
workflows (such as redux, vuex, vue-router). You will ensure that these components
and the overall application are robust and easy to maintain. You will coordinate
with the rest of the team working on different layers of the infrastructure. Therefore,
a commitment to collaborative problem solving, sophisticated design, and quality
product is important. An eye for design will be appreciated.

RESPONSIBILITIES
Developing new user-facing features using React/Vue
Building reusable components and front-end libraries for future use
Translating designs and wireframes into high quality code
Optimizing components for maximum performance across a vast
array of web-capable devices and browsers
Create re-usable components and use them in different products in
the organization
Collaborate with the backend engineers in using the backend APIs
using axios

SKILLS
Strong proficiency in JavaScript, including DOM manipulation and the
JavaScript object model
Thorough understanding of React or Vue and its core principles
Familiarity with newer specifications of ES6
Familiarity with RESTful APIs
Ability to read API documentation and consume them using Axios
Knowledge of modern authorization mechanisms, such as JSON Web
Token
Experience with common front-end development tools such as Babel,
Webpack, NPM, etc.
Familiarity with code versioning tools such as Git
Ability to use CSS frameworks such as Bulma to create frontend that is
responsive.

INTERESTED IN A NEW CHALLENGE?
THEN SEND YOUR CV TO: JOBS@VOXELGRID.COM
VOXELGRID GMBH | ADALBERTSTR. 28 | D-80799 MUNICH

